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Yes, but:

- **Spain** (ready to include the best proposal of UEMS in the new training program)
- **Hungary** (surgical ass. needs to make a decision and ask the Ministry)
- **Norway** (There are no plans for a national exam in general surgery. The Government authorities are interested in an update in these questions and are not negative to discuss an exam in the future.)
Yes, but:

- **Switzerland** (Swiss association is willing to join the concept with some delay due to recent introduction of a new training program)

- **Malta** (surgical ass. proposes creation of a dual system where countries can decide to adopt EBSQ exam as an exit exam to get CCT/CCST or to apply for EBSQ after Specialist registration)
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No: - UK: Surgical Colleges:

the present examination system is tried, tested and robust and there is no appetite to change what seems to be working well